Particles of aluminum nitride (AlN) have been observed to form during epitaxial growth of AlN films by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Particle formation is undesirable because particles do not contribute to the film growth, and are detrimental to the hydraulic system of the reactor. It is believed that particle formation is triggered by adducts that are formed when the group-III precursor, namely tri-methyl-aluminum (TMAl), and the group-V precursor, namely ammonia (NH 3 ), come in direct contact in the gas-phase. Thus, one way to eliminate particle formation is to prevent the group-III and the group-V precursors from coming in direct contact at all in the gas-phase. In this article, pulsing of TMAl and NH 3 is numerically investigated as a means to reduce AlN particle formation. The investigations are conducted using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis with the inclusion of detailed chemical reaction mechanisms both in the gas-phase and at the surface. The CFD code is first validated for steady-state (non-pulsed) MOCVD of AlN against published data. Subsequently, it is exercised for pulsed MOCVD with various pulse widths, precursor gas flow rates, wafer temperature, and reactor pressure. It is found that in order to significantly reduce particle formation, the group-III and group-V precursors need to be separated by a carrier gas pulse, and the carrier gas pulse should be at least 5-6 times as long as the precursor gas pulses. The studies also reveal that with the same timeaveraged precursor gas flow rates as steady injection (non-pulsed) conditions, pulsed MOCVD can result in higher film growth rates because the precursors are incorporated into the film, rather than being wasted as particles. The improvement in growth rate was noted for both horizontal and vertical reactors, and was found to be most pronounced for intermediate wafer temperature and intermediate reactor pressure.
Introduction
Group-III nitrides are attractive as semiconductor materials because of their large band gap, enabling their use in highfrequency and high-power communications and optoelectronic applications [1] . Among the group-III nitrides, aluminum nitride (AlN) is particularly attractive because of its high thermal conductivity. It has been explored for use in high-power microelectronic devices, blue and ultraviolet photo-detectors, and light emitting diodes [1] . Ternary group-III alloy semiconductors, such as AlGaN, are also attractive as solid state lasers and light emitting diodes. In many of these applications, the ratio of aluminum to gallium in the AlGaN film is critically related to its function.
Group-III nitrides are commercially grown using a thermally activated chemical vapor deposition process within a chemical vapor deposition reactor. Since a metal-organic compound is used as the precursor gas for the group-III element, such chemical vapor deposition processes are specifically termed Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD). MOCVD of group-III nitrides (III-N) are typically conducted at relatively high temperature (compared to group-III arsenides and phosphides) [1] mainly to attain the desired electronic properties. As a result, many additional reactions, which typically are not activated at lower temperatures, occur in the gasphase during III-N MOCVD. Some of these reactions are undesirable (or parasitic) and result in byproducts that waste the precursors. One of the well-known problems during MOCVD of III-N is the occurrence of parasitic reactions that result in the formation of particles of III-N. These nanometer sized particles cannot get incorporated into the film because thermophoretic forces prevent them from approaching very close to the hot growth surface [2] . The exact reaction mechanism that leads to III-N particle formation is still a matter of debate and conjecture. Assuming that the group-III precursor is trimethyl-M, where ''M'' stands for the group-III metal (aluminum, gallium, or indium) and the group-V precursor is ammonia, the postulation is that the following four general types of reactions lead to particle formation [2] [3] [4] Particle formation : ½ðCH 3 Þ 2 M-NH 2 n 2nM-N þ 2nCH 4 where M-N denotes the metal-nitride particle. Irrespective of whether the above mechanism holds water or not, experimental evidence shows that particle formation is prevalent in such systems [3, 5] . Creighton and co-workers [3] observed that the amount of AlN particle formation is far more significant than any other III-N. It is believed that this is due to the fact that the amide formation reaction is not favored in the case of gallium and indium, as supported by both experiments [2, 3] and theoretical predictions [6, 7] . The fact that the amide formation reaction is not favored in the case of gallium and indium is, in some manner, related to the fact that the bond strength of nitrogen with both indium (7.9 eV) and gallium (8.9 eV) is significantly smaller than the Al-N bond strength, which is approximately 11.5 eV. Several experimental studies [2, 3, 5, 8] have elucidated the conditions that are conducive to AlN particle formation. All studies on this subject have indicated that particle formation is enhanced by increase in reactor pressure. Increase in reactor total pressure results in increased partial pressure of the reactants, ultimately leading to increased reaction rates in the gas-phase, and increased particle formation. Zhao et al. [5] observed significant decrease in the film growth rate (rather than the expected increase) when the reactor pressure was increased from 50 Torr to 200 Torr, indicative of precursor loss due to particle formation. They also found that while the growth rate increases linearly with III/V ratio at low pressure, the same linear behavior is not observed at higher pressure. Lobanova et al. [8] observed similar trends, and clearly showed that the experimentally observed growth rates are much lower than the growth rate that would be produced under masstransport limited conditions.
The increased understanding of what conditions cause AlN particle formation has been leveraged to develop strategies to suppress particle formation. Aside from the simple strategy of retaining low reactor pressure [3, 5, 8] , some researchers have proposed using di-methyl-ethyl-amine alane and ammonia as precursors [9] rather than tri-methyl-aluminum (TMAl) since such precursor combinations enable significant growth rates at lower temperatures than is traditionally used, thereby suppressing particle formation. In recent years, several proprietary patented technologies have been also developed to address this issue, and include use of multiple precursors for group-III, and multiple substrates for growth.
The idea of pulsing the precursors has been prevalent for growth of III-N films for some time. High-quality AlGaN epitaxial layers have been grown using pulsed atomic layer deposition [10] , and pulsed laser deposition has been used [11] to grow AlN epitaxial layers. Bayram et al. [12] used pulsed MOCVD to grow AlN/GaN superlattice structures. They employed a method wherein the aluminum and gallium containing precursors were pulsed. Recently, Yang et al. [13] used pulsed MOCVD to grow AlN epitaxial films. In their approach, the group-III and the group-V precursors were pulsed-a method referred to by them as the ''pulse injection'' or the PI method. They found that the film quality with pulsed MOCVD is comparable to the quality of films grown by conventional steady state (non-pulsed) MOCVD. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the only reported instance where epitaxial films of AlN have been grown by pulsed MOCVD. Pulsed MOCVD has been investigated numerically by Zhou et al. [14] . Their studies show that pulsed MOCVD is feasible and can result in significant reduction in particle formation without adversely affecting the growth rate. For horizontal reactor configurations, an improvement of a factor of 3 in the growth rate
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was reported at 270 Torr. The current numerical investigation was undertaken with the intention of providing an in-depth understanding of the pulsed MOCVD process, with the specific goal to determine the parameters that affect particle formation and growth rate under pulsed conditions, and also whether the geometry of the reactor (horizontal vs. vertical) has any influence on either particle formation or growth rate. Since retrofitting an MOCVD reactor to operate in pulsed mode is quite tedious and expensive, it is important to gain fundamental understanding of pulsed MOCVD of AlN prior to attempting to grow epitaxial films by this method.
Mathematical model
Governing equations
The modeling investigations performed in this study were based on solution of the governing conservation equations using a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis tool, to be described later. The governing equations that are solved are the equations of conservation of mass (both overall and individual species), momentum, and energy, and are written as [15, 16] :
Momentum :
Energy :
Species mass :
where r is the mixture density, p is the pressure, s is the shear stress tensor, and B is the body force vector. Eqs. (1) and (2) are the well known Navier-Stokes equations, and need no further discussion. In Eq. (4), Y k is the mass fraction of the k-th species, J k is the mass diffusion flux of the k-th species, and _ S k is the production rate of the k-th species due to homogeneous chemical reactions. The total number of gas-phase species in the system is denoted by N g . In Eq. (3), _ S h represents the net source due to viscous dissipation and other work and heat interactions, and q denotes the net heat flux due to molecular conduction, radiation, and inter-species diffusion, and is written as [15] :
where h k is the enthalpy of the k-th species, k c is the thermal conductivity of the mixture, and h is the enthalpy of the mixture
In the above formulation, the enthalpy of the k-th species, h k , includes the enthalpy of formation and the sensible enthalpy, and is written as
where h 0 f ,k is the enthalpy of formation of species k at the standard state, and c p,k is the specific heat capacity of species k. The species enthalpy is generally computed using standard thermodynamic databases, such as the JANNAF database.
Mass transport in MOCVD reactors is dominated by diffusion since the flow rates are relatively small, and therefore, advective transport is weak. The diffusion of species may occur due to concentration gradients, temperature gradients (Soret or thermodiffusion) and pressure gradients (pressure diffusion) [15] .
However, in most CVD reactors, the two dominant mechanisms of diffusion are due to concentration gradients and temperature gradients [17] . In this study, only these two types of diffusion are considered, and pressure diffusion is neglected. Thus, the total diffusion flux of species may be written as
where J C k and J T k are the diffusion fluxes due to concentration and temperature gradients, respectively.
In a multi-component system, diffusion driven by concentration gradients is best described by the Stefan-Maxwell equation [15] , which implicitly relates molar fluxes of species to mole fraction gradients
where M is the mixture molecular weight, M k is the molecular weight of the k-th species, and X k is the mole fraction of the k-th species. The Stefan-Maxwell equation has been formulated in such a manner that mass conservation is satisfied for an arbitrary multi-component system. Unfortunately, it can only be used for pure diffusion problems, and is not amenable for use in a CFD framework since it is not an equation of the generalized advection-diffusion form. Upon significant manipulation, Eq. (8) can be re-written as [18, 19] 
where D kn is the ordinary multi-component diffusion coefficient [15] , and is different from the binary diffusion coefficient D kn . Specifically, while the binary diffusion coefficients are independent of the mole fractions, the ordinary multi-component diffusion coefficients are strong nonlinear functions of the mole fractions. Also, it is worth noting that while D kk ¼0, D kn aD nk . The procedure to compute the ordinary multi-component diffusion coefficients from the binary diffusion coefficients is available in the published literature [15, 20] . In a reacting flow, mass is always conserved while moles are not. Thus, it is advantageous to re-write Eq. (9) in terms of mass fractions rather than mole fractions. Using the conversion relation Y k ¼X k M k /M, Eq. (9) may be written as [18, 19] 
where G kn is a new tensor, written as [18, 19] 
is the matrix notation for the ordinary multi-component diffusion tensor D kn , and [C] the Jacobian of the transformation between mass and mole fraction, and is written as
where d kn is the Kronecker delta.
The Soret or thermo-diffusion flux can also be written similarly using a Stefan-Maxwell correction as [15, 21] The governing equations, just described, require boundary conditions. The boundary conditions for the mass and momentum conservation equations are the no-slip conditions at walls, and appropriate mass flux or pressure boundary conditions at inflow and outflow boundaries. These boundary conditions and their numerical implementation are well known and need no further discussion. The focus of this discussion is the boundary conditions for species and energy associated with heterogeneous chemical reactions at fluid-solid interfaces.
At a reacting surface, the diffusion flux of species is balanced by the reaction flux since the surface cannot store any mass. At the heart of surface reaction processes is adsorption and desorption of species at the surface, the treatment of which requires inclusion of so-called surface-adsorbed species [22] . At steady state, the net production rate of the surface-adsorbed species is zero. The reaction-diffusion balance equation at the surface may be written as [22, 16] 
where _ R k is the molar production rate of species k due to heterogeneous chemical reactions, L k is the molar concentration of species k at the fluid-solid interface,n is the outward unit surface normal, and J S is the so-called Stefan flux. The number of surface-adsorbed species is denoted by N S . It is worth noting that _ R k is a function of the concentrations of all species-both gasphase and surface-adsorbed. Since Eq. (14a) represents only N g equations, an additional set of N S equations is needed to attain closure. This is given by Eq. (14b), which states that the surface species are either at steady state or being stored at the surface. The Stefan flux is the net mass flux removed/added at the reacting surface due to deposition or etching, and is simply a measure of the growth (or deposition/etch) rate at the surface. It is implicitly related to the reaction rate through the following expression:
Since _ R k is an extremely nonlinear function of the molar concentrations (or mass fractions) [21, 22] , Eq. (14) represents a nonlinear set of differential algebraic equations (DAE). The solution of this stiff set of nonlinear DAE is generally obtained using the Newton method, but requires special pre-conditioning to address stiffness and ill-posed-ness in the case of steady state solutions. Details pertaining to these numerical issues may be found elsewhere [16] . Eqs. (14a) and (14b), after substitution of the flux expressions given by Eqs. (10) and (13), results in a set of non-linear simultaneous equations for the near-wall mass fractions. The solution to this equation provides the near-wall mass fractions. When these near-wall mass fractions are substituted back to the flux expressions given by Eqs. (10) and (13), the mass fluxes of the individual species at the walls can be computed. These mass fluxes appear as sources/sinks for control volumes adjacent to the surface in a finite-volume formulation [16] , to be described in the next sub-section. Furthermore, the Stefan flux (or deposition rate) can be computed using Eq. (15) since _ R k can be computed once the near-wall concentrations of all species are known through solution of Eqs. (14a) and (14b).
Eqs. (1)- (4), when solved along with the appropriate boundary conditions just described, will produce velocity, pressure, temperature and mass fraction distributions of all species within the MOCVD reactor, as well as the deposition rate at the growth surface.
Finite-volume formulation and solution procedure
In a finite-volume procedure, as used in the present work, Eq. (4) is first integrated over an arbitrary control volume of volume, V o , and control surface area, S, yielding
The two volume integrals can be converted to surface integrals using the Gauss divergence theorem, such that Z
For a control volume bounded by a surface comprised of a finite number of discrete faces, Eq. (17) reduces to
where the subscript ''f'' denotes values at control-volume faces. For a control-volume adjacent to a reacting boundary, the flux on one of the faces ( ¼J k dn) needs to be obtained by applying the appropriate surface reaction boundary condition, as described in the previous section. The overall solution procedure for the species concentrations progresses as follows:
1. All species concentrations within the entire computational domain are guessed. An appropriate guess may be either inlet conditions or the domain filled with the carrier gas. 2. Eqs. (14a) and (14b) are then solved simultaneously to determine species concentrations at the fluid-solid interfaces. This is done using a pre-conditioned Newton's method, as described earlier.
Once the species concentrations at the walls are known, the species fluxes can be computed using Eqs. (10), (13) and (15) . It is to be noted that the computation of the fluxes require gradients, and therefore, the (guessed) cell center mass fractions. 
Results and discussion
The governing equations, described in the preceding section, were solved using the commercial CFD code CFD-ACEþ TM . This is a popular CFD code for CVD applications, and has been used and validated extensively for such applications [7, 14, 16, 21, 23] . The code is furnished with in-built databases for calculation of species thermodynamic and transport properties and has the ability to address both gas-phase and surface reactions of arbitrary complexity. For the pulsed MOCVD simulations, several user-defined functions were written and linked to the core CFD-ACEþ solver in order to implement time-dependent boundary conditions (as required to pulse the reactants), and also to post-process the outputs of the program to compute time-averaged quantities. The reaction mechanism chosen for this study was the one proposed by Mihopoulos et al. [4] , and is comprised of a 10-step reaction mechanism in the gas-phase and a 7-step mechanism for surface reactions. This mechanism has the necessary pathways for epitaxial growth as well as particle formation, and has been shown to be effective [4] for prediction of AlN growth. In all simulations, the species diffusion flux was set to zero at inlets to prevent back diffusion of species. This also allowed accurate computation of the amount of each precursor being injected (carried by the flow) through the inlet.
Validation studies
Prior to exercising the code for pulsed MOCVD, the code was validated against steady state (non-pulsed) experimentally measured data as well as published numerical results. To this end, two sets of simulations were performed.
The first set of simulations was performed in a horizontal reactor (Fig. 1) for the same set of experimental conditions used by Chen et al. [24] , as shown in Table 1 . The results were compared against the numerical results reported by Mihopoulos et al. [4] as well as the experimental data reported by Chen et al. [24] , and is shown in Fig. 2 . It is evident from Fig. 2 that the simulation code used in the present study is able to match published results with reasonable accuracy. Minor differences between the two numerical results could be attributed to differences in species properties, mass transport models, the computational mesh, the discretization schemes, and the convergence criteria used in the two numerical simulations. It is worth noting that species diffusion coefficients play a significant role in determining the predicted deposition rates since mass transport at the wafer surface occurs predominantly by diffusion. Thus, unless identical diffusion coefficient values for all of the species are used by the two simulations, the results are likely to be different, as is the case here.
The second set of simulations was performed primarily to assess the effect of pressure on AlN growth rate. Zhao et al. [5] reported experimental data for growth of AlN from steady (nonpulsed) injection of TMAl and NH 3 at different temperatures and pressures using MOCVD. This data is reproduced in Fig. 3 . The flux of ammonia is 2.5 L/min, the flux of TMAl is 120 mL/min, and the V/III ratio is 3720 in these studies. The type of reactor (horizontal or vertical) and the reactor geometric details are not available from Zhao et al. [5] . Therefore, for the present study, we used a generic horizontal reactor geometry and a generic vertical reactor geometry with the intention of qualitatively investigating the effect of pressure on growth rate. These numerical predictions are compared with the experimental data in Fig. 3 . Except for the low pressure case (50 Torr), the numerical predictions qualitatively agree with the experimental findings for the horizontal reactor. With an increase in pressure, the growth rates decrease rather than increase. As discussed in the introductory section, this is attributed to increased AlN particle formation due to increased reactant partial pressures in the gas phase. This phenomenon is also more pronounced at higher temperature, as expected. The reason why the experimentally observed growth rate does not decrease at high temperature when the pressure is 50 Torr is not clear. While it is true that at low pressure particle formation would be significantly less, some particle formation is still expected at high temperature. Perhaps, the activation barriers used in the particle formation steps are too low in the reaction mechanism reported by Mihopoulos et al. [4] , and are responsible for the discrepancy. Nonetheless, the qualitative trends are correct at slightly higher pressures. For the vertical reactor too, similar trends are observed, i.e., a decrease in growth rate with increase in pressure, although the magnitudes of the growth rates are significantly lower in this case, and this may be attributed to the fact that we used a generic reactor geometry and operating conditions for the vertical reactor.
Pulsed MOCVD studies
Having established the suitability of the present numerical model for simulation of AlN MOCVD at various temperature and pressure, we proceeded to explore pulsed MOCVD for various conditions. First, simulations were conducted in the same horizontal reactor geometry as the first validation study (Fig. 1) . Although numerous different pulsing conditions were explored, for the sake of brevity, we discuss here only the essential findings. The explorations commenced with a pulsing pattern in which NH 3 and TMAl were pulsed sequentially through the same inlet ( Fig. 1) without any time interval in between. It was immediately clear that such a strategy would fail. Intense diffusive mixing at the front and back ends of each pulse was observed, which ultimately resulted in significant particle formation. In some cases, the amount of particle formation was found to exceed steady state conditions. In light of these findings, a pure carrier gas (H 2 ) pulse of the same duration as those of the NH 3 and TMAl pulses was introduced between the NH 3 pulse and the TMAl pulse. This strategy was found to reduce particle formation significantly. Building upon this idea, to completely prevent NH 3 from coming in contact with TMAl in the gas phase, the pulse width of the carrier gas was increased systematically. Introduction of a carrier gas pulse implies increasing the flow rate (flow speed) of the reactants entering the reactor so that over an entire TMAl-H 2 -NH 3 -H 2 cycle, the amount of reactants injected into the reactor is the same as for steady injection conditions. If the H 2 pulse is long, mixing can be reduced significantly. However, it also implies higher reactant flow speeds and lower residence time of the reactant molecules on top of the wafer surface, which will subsequently produce lower growth rate. Thus, there are competing effects at play, and the carrier gas pulse width cannot be increased indefinitely. Through several numerical experiments, it was found that a carrier gas pulse width of approximately 5-6 times the duration of the reactant pulses provides the best compromise between reduced mixing and reduced residence time. Through numerical experiments, a pulse width (duration) of 0.1 s was found to be appropriate for the TMAl and NH 3 pulses. With a H 2 pulse width of 0.5 s, this implies a duration of 1.2 s for an entire pulse cycle. The time step was chosen nominally to be one-tenth of the pulse width, i.e., 0.01 s, so that all events within a pulse is adequately captured (resolved) in the simulation.
The time dependent growth rate and AlN particle formation (AlN particle flux at the outlet of the reactor) are shown in Fig. 4(a) for the case where the reactor pressure is 200 Torr and the wafer temperature is 1100 K. The remaining operating conditions are summarized in Table 2 . Both quantities have been normalized by their values for steady injection (non-pulsed) conditions. Therefore, it is clear that while there is significant variation of both quantities within a cycle, the growth pattern reaches a quasi steady state within a few cycles, and the timeaveraged growth rate is higher than the value obtained for steady MOCVD, indicated by the normalized growth rates exceeding unity. The fact that this is a result of reduced particle formation is indicated by values of normalized particle mass flux less than unity. The average normalized growth rates and particle mass fluxes are depicted by the horizontal lines, clearly indicating that the average growth rate is higher than the steady injection (non-pulsed) value, and that particle formation is reduced. 
Table 2
Operating conditions used for pulsed MOCVD studies.
Operating condition Value
Reactor pressure 85200 and 500 Torr TMAl flow rate 120 mL/min NH 3 flow rate 2.5 L/min V/III ratio 3720 Inlet temperature 300 K Inactive wall temperature 300 K
Wafer temperature 800-1300 K Fig. 4(b) shows an expanded view of a single cycle-the third cycle. The species that were injected during each time period are shown at the top of the figure.
Since the preliminary simulations did suggest reduction in particle formation and improvement of growth rate, a range of temperature and pressure was considered next. The results are summarized in Fig. 5 that shows the deposition (or growth) rates with and without pulsing. The dashed lines represent results of pulsed MOCVD, while the solid lines represent results of steady (non-pulsed) MOCVD. The results of the pulsed MOCVD have been obtained after time averaging over 1 complete cycle once the system reached periodic steady state conditions. An improvement in deposition rate is observed with pulsing at all pressure and temperature up to 1100 K. At even higher temperatures, the deposition rate does not improve with pulsing, probably because the growth surface is hot enough to activate desorption of species from the surface. Thus, by the time the group-V precursor arrives at the surface, the group-III precursor may have already desorbed. Interesting non-linear behavior is observed at high temperature and high pressure. At 500 Torr, the velocity of reactants within the reactor is relatively small, but the particle formation, especially at high temperature, is significant even with minimal mixing of precursors. This results in low deposition rate at high temperatures. At 85 Torr, on the other hand, even though particle formation is almost absent, the velocity of reactants is too high and the residence time is not large enough to promote growth, probably because desorption exceeds adsorption of species at the surface at high temperature. At an intermediate pressure (200 Torr), the velocity of the reactants is not too high, and particle formation is also not too high. This unique combination promotes higher deposition rates at high temperature. At low temperatures, since desorption is absent, even low residence times can promote significant growth, and the driving factor for enhanced growth is reduced particle formation.
In order to better understand particle formation under pulsed conditions, detailed AlN particle distribution within the reactor was examined under pulsed conditions and compared with the AlN particle distribution under steady injection conditions. Fig. 6(a) shows the steady state AlN mass fraction distribution under steady injection (non-pulsed) conditions. Fig. 6 (b-e) shows AlN particle mass fraction distributions at various instances of time after the system reached periodic steady state. For both of these simulations, reactor pressure of 85 Torr and wafer temperature of 1000 K was used. These figures clearly indicate that the peak value of AlN particle mass fraction is actually higher than for the steady injection case. However, the particle formation is localized to a small region of the reactor. On the other hand, under steady injection (non-pulsed) conditions, although the peak AlN particle mass fraction is lower than for pulsed conditions, the AlN particles are formed and spread out over a much larger portion of the reactor, thereby resulting in a larger total amount. Also, it is worth noting that the maximum particle concentration in the pulsed case is slightly downstream of the wafer, rather than on top of the wafer as in the non-pulsed case. This is because when the NH 3 pulse finally arrives at the top of the wafer, the TMAl pulse has already departed, and the particle formation occurs only because of back diffusion of TMAl.
In a horizontal reactor, since the flow is always parallel to the wafer surface, there is a clear relationship between residence time of the precursors and the flow speed. Furthermore, such reactors do not have any corners, and therefore, no stagnation zones. In vertical reactors, on the hand, the flow recirculates in the corners, and can potentially aid particle formation by enhanced mixing of precursors. Thus, to establish the efficacy of pulsed MOCVD firmly, simulations were conducted in vertical reactor geometry, as well. The geometry chosen for this study is one that closely resembles the Thomas Swan TM reactor. Since the exact geometry of the Thomas Swan reactor is proprietary, we selected dimensions that are only approximate. However, slight alteration of the geometry is not expected to dramatically alter the fundamental fluid flow pattern within the vertical reactor. The chosen reactor geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 7 . The operating conditions used are identical to the ones used for the horizontal reactor study, except that in this case we conducted simulations only for a single reactor pressure equal to 85 Torr, and only three different temperatures (800, 900, and 1000 K). The results of these studies are summarized in Fig. 8 . An improvement is once again observed in the growth rate, and the improvement is more pronounced at higher temperatures. Fig. 8(b) clearly shows that the significant improvement at higher temperatures is a direct result of reduction in particle formation when the precursors are pulsed. In summary, these results comprehensively demonstrate the advantages of pulsed MOCVD in the case of growth of aluminum nitride.
Summary and conclusions
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis was performed to investigate the effect of pulsing of the precursors as a means to reduce gas-phase aluminum nitride particle formation for epitaxial growth of aluminum nitride from tri-methyl-aluminum and ammonia. Detailed multi-step finite-rate reaction kinetics was used to describe the gas-phase and surface reactions that contribute both to epitaxial growth as well as particle formation. The CFD code and reaction mechanisms were first validated by comparing results of non-pulsed MOCVD against published experimental data and previously published numerical predictions, and the agreement was found to be excellent. Subsequently, pulsed MOCVD of aluminum nitride was explored. Based on the studies conducted, the following major conclusions may be drawn:
Irrespective of reactor configuration (vertical or horizontal), pulsed MOCVD helps to reduce particle formation and helps to improve growth rate. The improvement is most pronounced at intermediate reactor pressure and intermediate wafer temperature.
The group III and group V precursors, namely TMAl and NH 3 , must be separated by a carrier gas pulse. Without a carrier gas pulse separating the two precursors, intense particle formation occurs at the front and back ends of the pulses due to diffusive mixing.
The carrier gas pulse width must be larger than the precursor pulse widths to reduce mixing of the two precursors. However, the width of the carrier gas pulse cannot be indefinitely large since this implies increasing the flow rates of the precursors tremendously to compensate for the inactive period, and this can lead to short residence times and/or turbulence-both of which are undesirable. It was found through this study that a carrier gas pulse width of approximately 5-6 times that of the precursor pulse widths results in the highest growth rate. Peak concentrations of AlN particle are higher for pulsed MOCVD than for the non-pulsed case. However, the peak values are confined to very small regions and over short periods of time. Thus, the net AlN particle production over an entire pulsing cycle is generally smaller than the net AlN particle production in the non-pulsed case.
Further parametric studies on a variety of commercial reactor geometries are necessary to gain an even better understanding of pulsed MOCVD of aluminum nitride. Also, the grown films need to be characterized to ascertain if the film quality is acceptable for the application in question, prior to deeming this method a success.
